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Get to the heart 
of the matter,  
the heart of  
your customer
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Oracle Data Cloud: 
We’ll help you connect more deeply and  
effectively with customers and prospects

At Oracle Data Cloud, we bring together 
our data, our people and our science to 
give you unprecedented insight into your 
audience. We do it by providing Data as 
a Service, or DaaS, to help you take the 
customer conversation to a new level 
across channels and devices. 

We’ll help you aggregate first, second 
and third-party data to power your 
programs across all channels and devices, 
connecting you to the right consumers 
at the right time.  Our measurement 
solutions will deliver metrics that matter 
to prove the value of your campaigns; so 
that you can stop focusing on impressions 
and start impressing customers.

Today, 97 of the 
Advertising Age®  
Top 100 Brands choose 
Oracle Data Cloud

97 100of the 
top
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Your game changer: Our Oracle ID Graph
for a unified view of your customer

Knowing your customer isn’t easy
They’re on more devices than ever before, across more channels, online and offline. They have 

multiple IDs, with platforms having their own IDs. Failure to accurately match the IDs can mean 

inaccurate results, wasted media spend and a disjointed customer experience.

Solve fragmentation and get accuracy at scale 

Oracle ID GraphTM accurately connects users across all of their devices and channels at scale.  

We validate every ID for accuracy against known truth sets and reject unqualified IDs to establish  

an identity solution you can be confident about.

Take targeting to a whole new level 
Oracle ID Graph lets you target with efficiency by limiting dollars to the right consumers, helps to 

ensure the message they see resonates with their needs and lets you effectively measure the results 

of the engagements. 

Oracle ID Graph technology powers Oracle Data Cloud solutions, allowing data to be activated 

seamlessly across devices (desktop, mobile) and channels (offline and online).

Addressability
Data activation with 

200+ media and 
marketing platforms

Accuracy
All linkages 

validated against 

truth sets

Scale
Highest coverage 

across all 
ID types

Oracle 
ID Graph
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No matter what your vertical, we’ll put a team in place that speaks your language.  
You’ll be backed by a strategically-driven, go-to-market team who are experts in  
your lane.

Auto – Oracle Data Cloud has the richest and broadest automotive dataset to segment  
and target consumers at all stages. Work with us to utilize our high-quality data to target 
the audiences that make the biggest impact on your campaigns.

B2B – Target B2B buyers using more than 4K targeting options, including powerful 
account-based marketing capabilities, by accessing more than 400MM business 
professionals leveraging 700+ Oracle B2B and 4K+ partner-branded audience segments.

CPG – From retail strategy to marketing and media activation to foundational analytics,  
our CPG data is comprehensive. And combined with our proprietary Oracle ID GraphTM,  
it allows you to define, target and measure purchase-based audiences accurately and  
at scale.

Financial Services – Built from an extensive array of sources, all vetted for top data 
quality, our granular Financial audiences eclipse every available financial targeting  
solution. We have interest, intent and behavioral data that is anonymous, non-PII and 
privacy compliant.

Bringing deep expertise to vertical markets
Media & Entertainment – We help you reach the right existing and potential fans 
through understanding their interests, passions and viewing behaviors to create the 
audiences that matter most to your campaigns.

Retail – Our solutions serve retailers across digital and traditional channels, helping them 
connect the online and offline worlds to better understand and engage buyers throughout 
the life cycle.

Tech – Use data to craft the best audiences and deliver the most relevant offers at scale. 
Activate your first-party data and enhance with third-party data to connect with consumer 
and B2B technology buyers in-market for new solutions.

Telco – Let our team of industry experts craft custom audience targeting solutions that 
help you drive sales. Capture valuable switchers and grow current subscribers with our 
extensive Telco dataset.

Travel – Get rich insights into airlines, travel type, or lifestyles. Whether it’s driving an 
upgrade or taking the step to explore a new place, we can create the best audience to 
achieve your objective.
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Tap into the world’s largest data 
marketplace. Access aggregated 
data across more than 5B global 
consumer profiles with over 40K 
different attributes from 1.5K retail 
data providers.

We’re all about giving marketers a hugely advantageous understanding of what their customers do, buy 

and where they go. That’s what you get when you partner with Oracle Data Cloud, the world’s largest 

DaaS solution. DaaS enables efficiency, understanding and effectiveness in every go-to-market strategy.

We’ll help you:

Aggregate 
Bring together various data segments to better reveal who your audience is.

Add value 
Combine modeling, proprietary data science and vertical expertise to provide insights for use  

by marketers and now publishers.

Connect and activate 
Quickly identify audiences connecting behavior across devices and platforms. Enable profile  

use for targeting and personalization.

Measure 
Calculate the impact of your marketing and engagement with your audience via transaction data.

Gain cross-channel consumer understanding
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Access data through the largest global 
marketplace: the BlueKai Marketplace

The BlueKai Marketplace aggregates more data into a single location 

than any other solution. Through our suite of owned brands AddThis, 

BlueKai and Datalogix, the BlueKai Marketplace delivers the most 

accurate global data set, giving marketers a unified view of their 

consumer: what they do, buy and where they go.

Connect across all channels and devices, identify high-value 

prospects and port that data to any end solution for activation.

Use our deep vertical expertise in CPG, Auto, Retail, Technology, 

Telecom, Media & Entertainment, Financial Services, Travel and B2B 

businesses for quick, smart wins.

Measure your success by sales impact and prove the effectiveness  

of your marketing initiatives by utilizing DLX ROI.

Begin by connecting with our  

Data Hotline team today:

TheDataHotline@oracle.com (U.S.)

TheDataHotlineEMEA@oracle.com (international)

Connect more deeply 
with your audience 
and wonderful things 
happen. Let’s make  
it happen for you.

$3T 

in consumer  
spending

5B 

global consumer IDs

200+ 

data  
partners

800MM 

device IDs

115MM+ 

U.S. households

Integrated with 

200+ 

media companies

1B 

global B2B 
user IDs
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Oracle Data Cloud operates the BlueKai Marketplace, the world’s largest audience data marketplace. Oracle Data Cloud is the 
leading global Data as a Service (DaaS) solution, offering access to more than $3T in consumer transaction data, 5B global 
consumer profiles, and 1,500+ data partners. Oracle Data Cloud integrates that data with more than 200 major media companies, 
including publisher exchanges, ad networks, DSPs, DMPs, and agency trading desks. For more information and free data 
consultation, contact The Data Hotline at www.oracle.com/thedatahotline.


